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Press Release

Film Screening and Discussion with Oleg Sentsov in Tbilisi

In cooperation with the Ukrainian Embassy in Tbilisi and PEN Center Georgia, the ADAMI

Media Prize is organizing a film screening and a following discussion with the filmmaker and

former political  prisoner Oleg Sentsov. The documentary film “From Crimea to Siberia -

How Russia is tormenting political prisoners Sentsov and Kolchenko” by Anna Tsygyma and

Angelina  Kariakina  (produced by Hromadske  TV, Ukraine)  received an ADAMI Special

Mention in 2018. It documents the absurd journey of the Ukrainian filmmaker Oleg Sentsov

and the activist  Oleksandr Kolchenko inside the Russian penitentiary system that followed

their capture in Crimea during the 2014 annexation for allegedly “plotting terrorist acts”.

The film screening and discussion will be held on Thursday, February 20 at 18.30 in the

Cinema House in Tbilisi  (52 Shota Rustaveli Ave).

About the ADAMI Media Prize:

The ADAMI Media Prize was created to encourage filmmakers, journalists, and audio-visual

media professionals in the EU Eastern Partnership countries to promote topics of migration,

tolerance, and cultural diversity. The prize rewards outstanding TV, film, and online

programmes, that  deal with diversity-related issues. Alongside the prize, ADAMI organizes

several events for networking and fosters exchange among media professionals in Eastern

Europe and the EU. For more information, please visit our website at

www.adamimediaprize.eu

http://www.adamimediaprize.eu/


 The ADAMI Media Prize is funded by:

    

This event is held in cooperation with: 

ADAMI Medienpreis gGmbH – Mediencampus Villa Ida – Menckestr. 27 – D 04155 Leipzig
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